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Let fl •. m= {(X + 1)" Pm(x): Pm(x)Eflm} be the set of incomplete polynomials
of type (n, m) on [ -1,1]. We consider the distribution of the extreme points of the
error curve in the best approximation of fE C[ -1, I] with f( -1) = 0 by incom
plete polynomials of type (n, m) on [-1,1] and give a Kadec-type result for this
setting. In particular, we improve the rate of convergence of the original Kadec
result. l' 1994 AcademIC Press. Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

Let IIn,m = {(x + 1)n Pm (x) : Pm (x) E IIm} be the set of incomplete poly
nomials of type (n, m), Approximation of IE C[ - 1, 1] with I( - 1) = °by
incomplete polynomials has been studied by many authors and many results
have been obtained (see [4,5,7-9]). Analogous to Chebyshev polynomials,
Saff and Varga introduced the constrained Chebyshev polynomial Tn.m of
IIn.mand proved several properties of Tn,m in [8]. Their results are given on
the interval [0, 1]. To make the presentation cleaner and to be consistent
with classical results, we consider the interval [ - 1, 1] instead of [0, 1].

DEFINITION 1.1, Let Hn,m minimize {11(x+l)n+m_qll :qEII",m_l}'
Then T",m = H",mIIIH",mll is called the constrained Chebyshev polynomial
of IIn,m, where IIIII =macl<;;x<;;ll/(x)l.

The following two theorems were given in [8] on the interval [0, 1].

THEOREM 1,2, For each T",m there exist m + 1 distinct points {¢ j",m)} 'l'~ 0

with

Tn,m(¢j",m) = (-1 )m-/ = (-1 )m-; II Tn,mll,
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d T · . h .r()'(n,m) "(n,m») ,- 0 1 1 ( 1 )'(n,m l)an n.mlsmonotonemeac OJ 'oj ,Sj+1 ,J- , , ...,m- , - ,'00 ,

( - CXJ, - 1), and ( 1, CXJ).

and

forall x¢(-I,I),k=I,2, .."n+m.

The above points {¢t,ml }7'~0 are called the extreme points of Tn,m.

In this paper we discuss the distribution of the extreme points and zeros of
T II.m and the distribution of the extreme points of the error curve in the best
approximation by incomplete polynomials which extends the results of
Kadec in [3] for approximation by ordinary polynomials with an improved
rate.

2. MAIN RESULTS

Let nn,m, Tn.m, and ¢j",m) be defined as above over the interval [ -1,1]
and let {a(lI.m)}m denote the unique zero of T in each ()'(n,m) )'(n,m l)

1 .I = I II, m ~ I - 1 , S I '

j= 1, ... , m. . .
The first two theorems concern the distribution of {¢j".m)} and {ai"·m l}.

T 21 C' h )'(n,m) '-0 d (n,m) '-I d,r; dHEOREM .. ror t e 'oj ,J - , ... , m, an a j ,J - , ..., m, eJme as
above,

2 (_n_)2 -1:« )'(n.m) < )'(II,m-l) < )'(n,ml < ... < )'(n.m) < )'(n,m-I)
n+m ""''0o '0o '01 'om-I 'om-I

(2.1 )

and

Proof The first inequality in (2.1) is from Theorem 1.2. Now, since
Tn,m_IEnll,m_lcnn.m and ITn,m_I(¢~n,m»)I::::;I,Theorem 1.3 implies that
ITn,m_dx)I::::;ITn,m(x)I<1 for -1<x<~bn,m), Hence ~~,.m-I)?:¢6n,m). If
they are equal, let g(x) = Tn,m (x) + Tn.m_ 1 (x). Then g( ~ in,m»( - l)m - k ?: 0,
k = 0, 1, .." m, and g(~b",m»)= g'(¢6n,m») = O. By counting double zeros as two
zeros, one sees that g(x) has at least m + 1 zeros in [~6n,m), 1] which is
impossible, Thus we have ~bn,m) < ~6",m- II as desired.
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Now suppose for some k, there is more than one extreme point of Tn•m - 1

in the interval [J:(n.m) J:(n.m)] Suppose J:(n,m) ~ J:(n.m- J) < J:(n.m-· I) ~ J:(n.m)
I.,k ,I.,k+l· I.,k ""'I.,j I.,j+l ""'I.,k+l

for some j and define

Then we must have that

g( J:(n.m-ll)~OSj+ 1 -.....;::,

and hence g(x) has at least two zeros in [(in,m), (in.+,,;)] without counting
double zeros at the endpoints, Now if g( (in,m l) = 0 then g(x) has a
double zero at (in,m l and similarly for (in.+";1 if k + 1 #- m. Since
g( (~n,m)H _l)m - i ~ 0, i = 0, 1, ..., m, g(x) has at least k zeros in
[(6n,m l, (in.ml ] and m - k - 1 zeros in [(in.+";), 1], without counting double
zeros at the end points. Hence g(x) has at least m + 1 zeros in [(~"m" 1]
which contradicts the fact that O:t g(x) E lln.m. This shows that each subin
terval [(in,m), (in.+";l] contains at most one (;n,m-I). But there are precisely
m extreme points of Tn,m- I in ((6n,m), 1]. Since (:::'~l- I) = (~~.m) = 1 and
J:(n,m)<J:(n,m-l) (J:(n,m) J:(n,m») containing no J:(n.m-l) for some O<k<m
1.,0 1.,0 , I.,k-l'l.,k 1.,)

would imply [(~n,7), (~n,m)] containing more than one (y,m- II for some
0< 1< m. Hence (2.1) must hold. Similar arguments will give (2,2). I

THEOREM 2.2. Let Tn,m, gin.m)};~o, and {ain,m)};~l be defined as
above. Then

and

_(1_-_(6=--n._m_
l
) (cos (m - k + 1/2n) + 1) + ((n,m) < a(n.m l < cos (m - k + 1/2 n),

2 m 0 k m+n

(2.4)

where strict inequalities hold in (2.3) except for k = 0, m on the left side and
k = m on the right side.

Proof We omit the superscripts in the following proofs for simplicity.
Also, we only show the left side inequality of (2.3) as the proofs of the
other inequalities are similar.

Define H(x)=((x+l)f2tTm(2(x-(0)f(1-(0)-I), where Tm(x)=
cos(m cos -I (x)), the Chebyshev polynomial of degree m. Set Xk =

(1/2)(1 - (oHcos((m - k) n/m) + I) + (0' k = 0, 1, ... , m. Then {xd consists
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of the extreme points of Tm(2(x-~o)/(l-~o)-I).We first claim Xk~~k

for all k. Suppose this does not hold for some k, i.e., ~k < Xk' Then set
G(x) = (4/(~k + Xk + 2))" H(x) - Tn.m(x) E fln.m. Now, we have

I( 4 )n IH(x) < 1,
Xk+~k+2

and

for j~ k

implying that G(x) has at least k zeros in [~o, ~k] and m-k zeros in
[Xb 1]. Since sgn G(xd = -sgn G(~k)' G(x) has one more zero in (~b x k ).
This shows G(x) must have at least m + 1 zeros in [~o, 1] which con
tradicts the fact that G(x) E fln.m does not vanish identically. Thus ~k ~ Xk
for all k.

Now, if ~k = Xk for some k #- 0, m, then G(x) has k - 1 zeros
in (~o'~k-d, m-k-l zeros in (xk+ l ,l) and one zero at Xk=~k'

Since 1(2/(Xk + 1)t H(x)1 < 1 for x < Xk = ~b 1(2/(xk + 1W H(xdl = 1,
and G'(xd=(2/(xk+1WH'(xk)#-0, there exists e>O such that for
x E (Xb Xk + e), !(2/(Xk + 1))n H(x)1 > 1 and sgn H(x) = sgn H(Xk)' Choose
any x* E (Xk' Xk + e) then we have that sgn G(x*) = sgn H(xk) =
-sgnH(xk+d=-sgnG(xk+d. That is, G(x) has one more zero in
(x*, Xk+ d. But

sgn G(Xk+ d = sgn H(Xk+ d = (-1)'" -k-! = sgn Tn.m(~k~d

= -sgnG(~kl)

implies G(x) has an odd number of zeros in (~k-l,Xk+d. Therefore G(x)
has at least 3 zeros in (~k __ I' Xk + I) and hence at least m + 1 zeros in
(~o, 1). This gives us our desired contradiction. Hence the inequality is
proved. I

Now we turn to a Kadec-type result for approximation by incomplete
polynomials. We first prove a lemma to deal with the technical parts of the
theorem.

LEMMA 2.3. Let Qm E fln,m with II Qmll < L and suppose there exist -1 ~

to < ... < tm~ 1 satisfying sgn Qm(tJ = (-1 r sgn Qm(tO) and IQm(t;)1 = 1
for i=O, 1, ..., m. Set

L1 m = max {lcOS-I(tk) - cos I( ~~"m»)1 }.
O:!;k:;:;m
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Then

(
cash ... I L)2/3 (COSh .- 1 L+ n)2/3

L1m~3 +0
m m

for m sufficiently larger than cosh - 1L (e.g., m;;" (cosh- 1L + 2 )6).

Proof Let °< 1< m be an integer and define

H(x) = TI(2 (: =~) -I) T".m_/E JI".m

and

H(x)
G(x) =-1-±Qm(x),

+e

411

(2.5 )

where the + or - sign preceding Qm (x) will be chosen later. Then
IH(x)I~1 for tk~X~l. Noting the fact that TI(y)=cosh(lt) with
y = cosh(t) for y;;" I, we have

T I(2«(l-x)/(l-tk»)-I»L

I+e

1 - tk [ h cosh - 1 L( 1+ e) J
for x~tk--2- cos I -1 ~ tk-Ak(e).

Now we establish that tk~~k,,·m-I)+Ak(O),k=O, I, ...,m-I, by showing
that tk~~k",m-I)+Ak(e)for any e>O.

Suppose this is not true, that is, suppose tk > ~~"m I) + Ak(e) for some
e > °and some k. Then G(x) has at least m - k zeros in (t b 1] and k zeros
in (0, ~k",m-I)) since IQ",(tj)1 = 1 with alternating signs, IH(x)I/(l +e)< 1
in (t b 1], and IH(~;,,·m-I)I;;"L for j;;" k with alternating signs. Now we
can choose a proper sign in the definition of G(x) to obtain one more zero
in (~k,,·m -I), td. Doing this gives our desired contradiction. Thus we have
proved

O~k~m-I;

that is,

~( -I) (l-t k )( hcosh-'L
t:< ".'" + cos
k'" k 2 I

O~k~m-I. (2,6 )
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Next we need to show that
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(2.7 )

It is easy to see that we need only establish (2.7) under the assumption
tk > ~kn.m I) and ~kn.m -I) + (1 - tdA < 1. Let

(2.8 )

where 0 < {} ~ 1. Then

cos - 1(td = cos- 1(~~"m) + [cos 1(~kn.m - /)) - cos' 1(~in.m») ]

+[cos 1(~kn.m-I)+(I-td{}A)-cos l(~~"m-I))].

But from (2.3)

and by the Mean-Value Theorem, (2.3), (2.8), and for A < 1 we have

I
(l-tk){}A I

- Jl-(~kn,m-{)+(1-tkleJ1.A)2

Jl-tk {}A

Jl + ~kn,m-I) + (1- td {}J1.A + (1 + tk )(1- J1.) {}A - (1- td(1- J1.)2 (}2A 2

A A A
~ ~ ~ (2.9)
JI+~~"m./) sin(kn/2(m-l)) (k/(m-l»'

where 0 < J1. < 1. Set 1= Um5/6(cosh 1 L)2/3/(k + 1)1/2] and assume
(cosh- I L)6~m. Then for 1~k~m-l we have that

mn + kl- kn n kl/2(cosh -I L)2/3
-----n~ n+ 1'6 n
m(m+n-l) m+n-l 2m' (m+n-l)

(
n )2/3 n (COSh -I L»)2/3 (COSh -I L)2i3

~o -- +- +0
m+n 2 m m
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and

m-IA~m-/[!(COSh-lL)2 x _1_(COSh-
1

L)2
iJ

k "2k 2 I +j~2 (2)! I

(
cash - 1L) 2/3 (COSh - 1L)

:!( +0 .
m m

Hence,

For k~m-l we have that

413

(2.10 )

for n~O.

I (cosh -I L)2/3
>-cos-1():(n.m»)_-re>-cos-I():(n,m»)-. re
--- 'ok m?" 'ok 2m1i6(m_l)1/2

1[ (COSh J L) 2/3 (COSh J L) 2.13
:CoS-I(~~n.ml)_- -0 .

2 m m

For k: 0, from Theorem 2.1, ~6n.m - f) ~ 2(nl(n + m _1))2 - 1 and hence in
view of (2.9)

COS -- 1( ~6n, m - /)) - cos - 1( ~6n. m -- I) + (l - td 8A )

A(n+m-I)
:!( ---'-----'--

n

Wh~ n:O, ~bn.m)=-l and cos-1(-1)-cos-1(-1+(I-td8A):!(
2 J A for sufficiently small A, and fl = o( 11m f/3. This makes (2.10) valid
for k=O (replace (m-I)/k by (n+m-I)Aln or 2fl) and hence (2.7) is
established for O:!( k:!( m.

Similarly we can show

(2.11 )

Combining (2.7) and (2.11), we obtain (2.5). I
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We now state our main theorem.

THEOREM 2.4. Let fE C[ -1, 1J,f( -1) = °if nolO, andfrt U';;.~ I JIlI,/...
Suppose Pm E JIlI.m is the best approximation to f from JIlI.m, Set
Em=llf-Pmll and let -1,,;;xo<x , <· .. <xm+1 ,,;;1 be the Chebyshev
alternation points off- Pm' that is,

rr=±1.

Set

LI",= max {lcos-'(xd-cos-I(~l'/.m+'»)I}.
O:o;;;k.:o;;;m+ I

Then

(2.12 )

Proof Let Qm+ 1 = (Pm+1-P",)/(Em- Em+I) E JIlI.m+I' By the assump
tion that f rt u';;.'~ I JIll,,,,, Q'" + I is well defined for infinite many m,

Em + ' +E
IIQm+dx)II";;E -E m gLm

m m+]

and

whenever E", + 1< E",.
Let tk> k = 0, 1, ..., 2m + 3, be the roots of the equation of IQm+ 1 (x)1 = 1

with t2k";;xk~t2k+l' Note that Qm+l(t2d=Qm+I(t2k+d= -Qm+I(t2k+2)
= -Qm+l(t 2k +3), k=O, ... ,m, and then by Lemma 2.3 we have that

(
cash Lm)2/3 (COSh ·-1 Lm+ n)2/3

Llm~3 +0 .
m+l m+l

We claim that lim m-x (log Lm)/Iog m~ ~ 1, for any ex> 1. Supposing this is
not true, there exist mo and rL> 1 such that Lm> m~ for all m ~ mo and
hence Em + I > [(m~ - 1)/(m' + I)J Em. Hence

_ E _ m-I (k>-I)
lim ~~ lim n -- >0

m- ex Emo m- "fc k ~ mo k~ + 1

contradicting the fact that lim", _.c>o Em = 0. Thus there exists a subsequence
{md such that

1· log L mk 1 1
1m ---=A~ .

k_x logmk
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Note that this guarantees that (cosh -I L mk + 2)6 ~ m k holds for large k,
which shows that the hypothesis of Lemma 2.3 is satisfied. Thus we have

COROLLARY 2.5. Let fE C[O, n] and Qm be the best approximation to f
from the set of all even trigonometric polynomials oj' degree ~ m. Let

be a set of alternating extreme points of the error curve and set

{I (m) kn I}bm = max t k --- .
O,;;k';;m+1 m+l

Then

(2.13 )

This corollary improves Kadec's result in [3] where he proved

lim bm m 1
/
2

-
c = 0,

m----..:X
for any G > 0.

If f is analytic on [ - 1, 1] the rate in (2.12) can be slightly improved.

THEOREM 2.6. Let the hypothesis oj' Theorem 2.4 hold and assume, in
addition, that f is analytic on [ - 1, 1] andpk I( - 1) = °for k = 0, 1, ... , n - 1.
Then there exists a constant c such that

lim L1mm2/3~c.
nt-X

(2.14 )

Proof Let L m and Em be defined as before. It can be easily shown
(see [11]) that if a function f is analytic on [- 1, 1] and f(k I( - 1) = 0,

k = 0,1, ..., n - 1 then limm~ x m+~ = q < 1. This implies that
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because otherwise Em + l ~ q'Em for all rn ~ rno and~ome q' > q implies
Em ~ (q,)m-moE mo which contradicts limm~ oc m+VEm= q < q'. Thus we
have

In view of the proof of Theorem 2.4 and the above inequality, (2.14)
follows. I

In [10], bm=maXOO,;;m+l {It~m)-t~n:>ll} was considered and it was
proved that

- rnlim 15--<00.
m~"" logrn

(2.15 )

Similar results can be shown for best approximation by incomplete polyno
mials. Recently it was shown in [2] that

rn
lim 15m-I--<oo
m~ oc og rn

(2.16 )

under the stronger hypothesis that f has an analytic continuation in the
closed eIlipse with foci ± 1 and sum of semiaxes r> lip, where
p ~ 0.12366.... Note, it is an open question whether these rates are sharp or
not. Evidently for some functions, for example, f(x) = L:~ I (1/3 t
cos(3n cos - I x), 15 m = O(llrn). However, a counterexample given by
G. G. Lorentz in [6] showed that lim inf cannot be replaced by limit even
if we only consider the set of all entire functions.
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